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Abstract. CO$_2$ lasers can be operated at high laser pulse repetition rates for the rapid and precise removal of dental decay. Excessive heat accumulation and peripheral thermal damage is a concern when using high pulse repetition rates. Peripheral thermal damage can adversely impact the mechanical strength of the irradiated tissue, particularly for dentin, and reduce the adhesion characteristics of the modified surfaces. The interpulpal temperature rise was recorded using microthermocouples situated at the roof of the pulp chamber on teeth that were occlusally ablated using a rapidly-scanned CO$_2$ laser operating at 9.3 $\mu\text{m}$ with a pulse duration of 10 to 15 $\mu\text{s}$ and repetition rate of 300 Hz over a 2 min time course. The adhesion strength of laser treated enamel and dentin surfaces was measured for various laser scanning parameters with and without post-ablation acid etching using the single-plane shear test. The mechanical strength of laser-ablated dentin surfaces were determined via the four-point bend test and compared to control samples prepared with 320 grit wet sand paper to simulate conventional preparations. Thermocouple measurements indicated that the temperature remained below ambient temperature if water-cooling was used. There was no discoloration of either dentin or enamel laser treated surfaces, the surfaces were uniformly ablated, and there were no cracks visible. Four-point bend tests yielded mean mechanical strengths of 18.2 N (s.d. = 4.6) for ablated dentin and 18.1 N (s.d. = 2.7) for control ($p < 0.05$). Shear tests yielded mean bond strengths approaching 30 MPA for both enamel and dentin under certain irradiation conditions. These values were slightly lower than nonirradiated acid-etched control samples. Additional studies are needed to determine if the slightly lower bond strength than the acid-etched control samples is clinically significant. These measurements demonstrate that enamel and dentin surfaces can be rapidly ablated by CO$_2$ lasers with minimal peripheral thermal and mechanical damage and without excessive heat accumulation. © 2011 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE). [DOI: 10.1117/1.3603996]
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1 Introduction

Several studies have demonstrated that CO$_2$ lasers operating at $\lambda = 9.3$ and 9.6 $\mu\text{m}$ wavelengths, which are strongly absorbed by the hydroxyapatite in dental hard tissues, are ideally suited for the efficient ablation of carious dental hard tissue and for surface treatments to increase the resistance to acid dissolution. If pulse durations in the range of 5 to 20 $\mu\text{s}$ are used, efficient ablation occurs with minimal peripheral thermal damage. CO$_2$ lasers are capable of operating efficiently at high pulse repetition rates and, if used in combination with a laser beam scanning system, they can be used for the precise, efficient, and rapid removal of dental caries. Moreover, they can potentially be manufactured at a relatively low cost. The purpose of this study was to determine whether a CO$_2$ laser scanning ablation system operating with a 300-Hz pulse repetition rate used in conjunction with a water spray can be used to rapidly ablate dental hard tissues without excessive heat accumulation and peripheral mechanical and thermal damage.

Increased potential for thermal damage to the pulp due to heat accumulation from multiple laser pulses delivered in rapid succession is a primary concern when operating at high pulse repetition rates. The temperature rise should not exceed 5.5 $\degree\text{C}$ above the physiological temperature in the pulp chamber or pulpal inflammation may occur. We hypothesize that heat accumulation can be minimized by rapidly scanning the laser beam over the tooth surface at optimal fluence to ensure efficient ablation and by using a water-spray. In this study, the temperature rise in the interior of the tooth was monitored using microthermocouples embedded in the pulp chamber to determine if the laser energy deposition in the tooth can be offset with air/water cooling.

Excessive heat accumulation during the rapid delivery of a high number of incident laser pulses can also lead to chemical and mechanical changes peripheral to the ablation site that may change the appearance of enamel and dentin, generate cracks and produce chemical and morphological changes that compromise adhesion to those irradiated surfaces. The effect of peripheral thermal damage on adhesion to both dentin and enamel is controversial with a wide range of reported results after irradiation with a variety of lasers including erbium and CO$_2$ lasers, and a variety of postablation surface treatments including etching and mechanical removal of the chemically modified outer layers.
Dentin is particularly susceptible to thermal damage because of the high percentage of collagen, and changes to the collagen are likely to compromise the adhesion to restorative materials.\textsuperscript{10,12,13} Composite bonding to dentin surfaces poses a greater challenge than bonding to enamel due to the added complexity of the collagen matrix. Conventional dentin bonding schemes depend on an acid etchant to remove the smear layer and widen the tubule lumen to increase the penetration of the resin to form resin tags and demineralize the intertubular dentin to form a collagen/resin hybrid layer.\textsuperscript{14} Such a hybrid zone results in a higher bond strength and tighter seal to reduce microleakage.

The results of adhesion studies involving laser treated dentin have been mixed and some groups report that laser treated surfaces yield similar adhesion characteristics to conventional etching procedures, while other groups report that treatment by the conventional free-running Er:yttrium–aluminum–garnet (YAG) or Er:yttrium scandium gallium garnet (YSGG) lasers yield lower bond strengths even if the surface is acid-etched after laser treatment.\textsuperscript{15–21} Studies have also showed mixed results with microleakage.\textsuperscript{22–26} The morphological and chemical changes induced in dentin as a result of laser irradiation have also been examined.\textsuperscript{27–33} We found that the Er:YAG and Er:YSGG pulses of 150 to 250 $\mu$s duration which are used clinically can result in thermal modification of the collagen matrix, reducing the bond strength. When the laser pulse duration was reduced to 35 $\mu$s, bond strengths approaching 30 MPa were attainable that were similar to the phosphoric acid etch control samples even when the surfaces were not etched after laser treatment.\textsuperscript{34} This clearly demonstrates that thermal modification of the dentin can compromise adhesion. Measurements of the thermal emission from tooth surfaces during ablation with Er:YAG, Er:YSGG, and CO$_2$ lasers indicates that the surface temperature at the time of ablation depends on the wavelength and pulse duration.\textsuperscript{35} The surface temperature is higher for CO$_2$ lasers than for the erbium lasers. This is obviously an advantage for caries inhibition around caries preparation for enamel, but the higher temperatures may result in greater peripheral thermal damage to dentin.

Any potential cracks or microcracks can also reduce the resistance to fracture, and in a recent study we showed that microcracks produced in dentin samples after laser irradiation without supplemental water cooling reduced the bending strength of dentin.\textsuperscript{36} In order to determine if the increased energy deposition associated with a high laser pulse rate would similarly compromise the structural integrity of dentin, we investigated the effects of rapid ablation using a 300 Hz pulse repetition rate on the mechanical strength of dentin specimens.

In summary, the purpose of this study was to determine whether laser ablation of dental hard tissues at high laser pulse repetition rates leads to excessive heat accumulation in the tooth or peripheral thermal and mechanical damage that may reduce the mechanical and adhesive strength after high speed ablation of tooth surfaces with a mechanically scanned CO$_2$ laser. This was accomplished by monitoring the temperature rise in the pulp chamber using microthermocouples to insure the temperature does not exceed 5.5 $^\circ$C, carrying out a series of adhesion studies on laser irradiated enamel and dentin to determine if thermally induced chemical and morphological changes undermine adhesion to composite restorative materials, and mechanical strength tests were conducted on dentin beams irradiated by the laser to determine if microcracks are formed that reduce the mechanical strength.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Sample Preparation and Tissue Irradiation

Noncarious, extracted teeth from patients in the San Francisco bay area were collected with approval from the UCSF Committee on Human Research, cleaned, sterilized with gamma radiation, and stored in a 0.1% thymol solution to preserve tissue hydration and to prevent bacterial growth. Whole teeth were used for the microthermocouple measurements. Human enamel and human dentin blocks, with minimum dimensions of $4 \times 4 \times 2 \text{mm}^3$, were used for shear bond strength testing. There were a total of 94 enamel samples in 9 groups and 80 dentin samples in 8 groups. The blocks were cut using an Isomet 2000 Buehler (Lake Bluff, Illinois) precision saw and kept well hydrated before ablation. Blocks were polished using 360 carbide grit, and the debris produced was removed by sonication. Beams ($1 \times 1 \times 9$ mm) of dentin were used in the dentin mechanical strength study (four-point bend measurements). Two groups were studied, with 10 samples per group. The beams were prepared occlusoapically from facial samples of dentin via 320 grit wet sanding.

A transverse excited atmospheric pressure CO$_2$ laser, Impact 2500 from GSI Lumonics (Rugby, United Kingdom) operating at a wavelength of 9.3 $\mu$m was used. The laser was custom modified to produce a Gaussian output beam (single spatial mode) and a pulse duration of between 10 and 15 $\mu$s. This laser is capable of high repetition rates up to 500 Hz. A fixed repetition rate of 300 Hz was used for all of these experiments. The laser energy output was monitored using a power meter EPM 1000, Coherent-Molectron (Santa Clara, California), and the Joule meter ED-200 from Gentec (Quebec, Canada). The laser beam was focused to spot diameters of $\sim 300 \mu$m or 450 $\mu$m using a planoconvex ZnSe lens of 125-mm focal length. A razor blade was scanned across the beam to determine the diameter ($1/e^2$) of the laser beam. The laser energy was varied between 14 and 30 mJ per pulse for incident fluence of 9 to 42 J/cm$^2$. Computer-controlled XY galvonometers 6200HM series with MicroMax Series 671 from Cambridge Technology, Inc. (Cambridge) were used to scan the laser beam over sample surfaces. The spacing between each laser spot was varied to produce a varying degree of overlap which influenced the surface roughness. Laser beam scanning rates of 25 and 50 mm/s were investigated. A low volume/low pressure air-actuated fluid spray delivery system consisting of a 780S spray valve, a Valvemate 7040 controller, and a fluid reservoir from EFD, Inc. (East Providence, Rhode Island) was used to provide a uniform spray of fine water mist onto the tooth surfaces at 2 ml/min. The water from the reservoir was at room temperature.

2.2 Heat Accumulation Measurements

Type K, 36 gauge, 0.13-mm diameter, 1 m length microthermocouples from Omega Engineering Inc. (Stamford, Connecticut) were placed coronally inside the pulp chamber of extracted human teeth to measure the temperature in the pulp chamber. Thermally conductive paste was used to adhere the
thermocouples to the inside of the pulp chamber and maintain thermal contact with the coronal surface of the pulp chamber wall. Radiographs were used to confirm accurate placement of thermocouples. A thermocouple controller, Stanford Research SR630 (Stanford, California) controlled by LABVIEW software (National Instruments, Austin, Texas) was used to record the thermal data. The water spray was activated and the temperature of the tooth was allowed to reach a steady state prior to the start of ablation. The temperature rise in the pulp chamber of each tooth was measured during laser irradiation. The laser was operated at a pulse repetition rate of 300 Hz, and two single pulse energy levels were used, 14 mJ (20 J/cm²) for the first group of 16 teeth and 22 mJ (30 J/cm²) for the second group of 12 teeth. The laser beam was continuously scanned to ablate a 5.0 mm in diameter cylindrical pattern over the occlusal surface of the tooth for a period of 2 min. This 2 min time period was sufficient for the temperature rise in the tooth to reach a steady-state temperature at which the rate of heat deposition was equal to the rate of thermal losses. The laser beam was scanned at a velocity of 0.05 mm/ms in incremental steps of 0.1 mm over a concentric ring pattern with a 2.5-mm maximum radius. The laser beam was directed at the occlusal surface of the teeth (at a 5 mm distance) and the temperature changes in the tooth were monitored over 2 min. A temperature rise of 5.5 °C was considered indicative of excessive heat accumulation. The maximum temperature rise after 2 min was recorded for each tooth.

2.3 Shear-Bond Test

The adhesive strength of dental composite to laser treated enamel and dentin was determined via a single plane shear-bond test. The bonding resin was single bond along with the Z-250 composite, 3M-ESPE (Minneapolis, Minnesota). Composite was cured using an Elipar Freelight 2 (3M-ESPE). The positive control groups were not irradiated by the laser and they were etched with 35% phosphoric acid, rinsed with water, and gently dried. The negative control groups were neither irradiated by the laser or acid-etched. Subsequently, the bonding resin was applied to all the blocks in two coats, dried, and cured for 20s prior to bonding with composite.

Table 1 The test groups and associated parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups # (n)</th>
<th>Scan rate</th>
<th>Overlap</th>
<th>Fluence</th>
<th>Water</th>
<th>Etch</th>
<th>Mean (MPa)</th>
<th>Statistical groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dentine set</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1 (10)</td>
<td>25-mm/s</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>etch</td>
<td>29.9 (6.4)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2 (10)</td>
<td>25-mm/s</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td></td>
<td>14.1 (7.2)</td>
<td>8,3-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3 (10)</td>
<td>50-mm/s</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>etch</td>
<td>21.3 (5.5)</td>
<td>1,2,4,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4 (10)</td>
<td>50-mm/s</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td></td>
<td>17.3 (3)</td>
<td>2,3,5,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D5 (10)</td>
<td>50-mm/s</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td>etch</td>
<td>14.1 (5.3)</td>
<td>8,24,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D6 (10)</td>
<td>50-mm/s</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11.3 (5.8)</td>
<td>8,2,4,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D7 (10)</td>
<td>positive control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>etch</td>
<td>39.0 (5.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D8 (10)</td>
<td>negative control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.1 (8)</td>
<td>2,5,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enamel set 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AE1 (10)</td>
<td>50-mm/s</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>etch</td>
<td>31.2[2.5]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AE2 (10)</td>
<td>50-mm/s</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.2[2.4]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AE3 (10)</td>
<td>positive control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>etch</td>
<td>37[3.6]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enamel set 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE1 (10)</td>
<td>30-mm/s</td>
<td>2/9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>etch</td>
<td>34.1[4.6]</td>
<td>2,3,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE2 (12)</td>
<td>60-mm/s</td>
<td>4/9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>etch</td>
<td>34.9[5.1]</td>
<td>1,3,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE3 (12)</td>
<td>135-mm/s</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>etch</td>
<td>33.4[5.5]</td>
<td>1,2,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE4 (10)</td>
<td>30-mm/s</td>
<td>H-250</td>
<td>13 &amp; 42</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td></td>
<td>15.3[3.9]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE5 (10)</td>
<td>30-mm/s</td>
<td>H-500</td>
<td>13 &amp; 42</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.8[3.1]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE6 (10)</td>
<td>positive control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>etch</td>
<td>36.6[4.9]</td>
<td>1-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Groups with similar numbers are statistically similar (p>0.05) in each set, D, AE, and BE.*
There were three distinct adhesion studies carried out over a 3 yr period and all the groups are listed in Table 1. In the first study, eight dentin groups were investigated and six of the groups were irradiated at a fixed pulse repetition rate of 300 Hz, and the laser beam was scanned at either 25 or 50 mm/s. After laser irradiation, the groups were either acid-etched or not acid-etched before bonding. There was also a comparison between samples scanned at 50 mm/s with and without the water spray since the water-spray is required to prevent thermal damage.

In the second study, there were three groups of enamel samples, a nonirradiated control group that was etched, and two laser irradiated groups that were either acid-etched or not acid-etched. The fluence was 20 J/cm², the laser beam diameter was 300 μm, and the laser was scanned at a rate of 50 mm/s.

A third adhesion study was carried out on six enamel groups to investigate the influence of the surface roughness/texture on adhesion. The surface topography was varied by modifying the degree of overlap between adjacent laser pulses (surface roughness) and by deliberately drilling a pattern of shallow holes to increase retention. The laser was scanned from point to point at a rate of 300 Hz to produce various degrees of overlap. The incident laser fluence was 13 J/cm² and the spacing between adjacent laser pulses with a spot size of 450 μm was 100, 200, and 450 μm with water-cooling, and the samples were acid-etched after laser irradiation. An array of small holes 100 μm deep were drilled in two of the groups to serve as retention holes, the surface was first uniformly irradiated using a 100 μm spacing between spots, and then small holes were drilled separated by either 250 or 500 μm using a fluence of 42 J/cm² with 20 laser pulses per spot. The two groups with retention holes were not acid-etched before bonding. Another positive (acid-etched) control group was also included.

The modified single plane shear test assembly (SPSTA) followed the procedure used by Watanabe et al.37, 38 Figure 1 shows the shear-bond test setup for the SPSTA method. Two aligning plates were used to connect the SPSTA to an Instron testing machine, that recorded measurements in kilograms with the crosshead speed set to 5 mm/min. When the two plates separated, the force level was recorded. The force-failure data (in kilograms) was divided by the surface area of the region and a conversion factor was used to calculate the force in megapascals (MPa). Sample groups were compared using one way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with a Tukey post-test. Statistical analysis was carried out using Instat from Graphpad Software (San Diego, California).

2.4 Four-Point Bend Measurements

The experimental group of dentin beams (n = 10) were uniformly irradiated on their facial surface. The control group (n = 10) was not irradiated and was wet sanded with 320 grit sand paper to simulate the abrasive properties of a conventional dental hand piece and bur. Next, the beams were placed in a four-point bending apparatus and tested for breaking strength. All testing was performed on a factory-calibrated ELF 3200 mechanical testing machine (EnduraTEC, Minnetonka, Minnesota) in a custom-built four-point bend jig, made from Delrin (Fig. 2). The loading points were spaced 1.8 and 7.2 mm apart; the interface was centered between them. The spacing of the loading points was determined by the size of the dentin beams, which are limited by the size of the human molar tooth. Each beam was positioned so that the irradiated side faced down and the beam was centered between the inner loading points as shown. Bending strengths, \( \sigma_b \) (in MPa), were computed from the maximum load \( P \) (in N), to cause failure, using the standard relationship (ASTM E855/1984):

\[
\sigma_b = \frac{3Pa}{bh^2} \times 10^6
\]

where \( a \) is the spacing (in meters) between upper and lower loading points, \( b \) and \( h \) are, respectively, the specimen width and thickness (in meters). Four-point bend measurements were only
possible for dentin since it is extremely difficult to fabricate similar beams from enamel that are free of cracks.

2.5 Optical Microscopy

The surface morphology was examined using at low magnification using a Dino-lite Model Am-2011 (BigC, Torrance, California) digital camera and a Macro zoom 12× microscope from Navitar (Rochester, New York) interfaced to a digital firewire camera. For higher magnification, a Leitz Secolux microscope with 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100× infinity corrected fluorite objectives and bright and dark field capability with a maximum magnification of 1000 × (10× eyepieces) interfaced to a digital firewire camera was used to acquire images of sample surfaces.

For histological examination of peripheral thermal damage, sections 200-μm thick were cut using a linear precision saw, the IsoMet 5000 (Buehler, Lake Buff, Illinois). Polarized light microscopy (PLM) was carried out using a Meiji Techno RZT microscope (Saitama, Japan) with an integrated digital camera, Canon EOS Digital Rebel XT from Canon Inc. (Tokyo, Japan). The sample sections were imbibed in water and examined in the bright field mode with cross polarizers and a red I plate with 550 nm retardation.

3 Results

3.1 Surface Morphological Changes

If a water spray was employed, laser irradiated/ablated enamel and dentin surfaces manifested a uniform texture, and there was no discoloration or charring visible indicative of thermal damage on either the enamel or dentin surfaces under both macroscopic and microscopic inspection. Figure 3 shows examples of the human enamel surfaces that were irradiated. The surface treated with the maximum overlap produced a very smooth uniform surface [Fig. 3(b)] and none of the residual scratches from sample preparation that are visible in the samples before irradiation [Fig. 3(a)] are visible after laser irradiation. As the spacing between laser pulses was increased, the surface became rougher and more patterned as can be seen in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) for 300 and 450 μm. At 450 μm there is no overlap and the individual laser spots can be clearly distinguished. Enamel surfaces that were prepared with equally spaced retention holes that were spaced 250 and 500 μm apart are shown in Figs. 3(e) and 3(f), respectively.

Uniform ablation was also noted for dentin and Fig. 4 shows the surface of a tooth section that was scanned at a rate of 50 mm/s with and without application of a water-spray. The surface is highly uniform with the water spray and there is no discoloration of the dentin surface. A pattern can be seen in the dentin of the sample that was irradiated without water-cooling and there is a slight discoloration. The best way to visualize peripheral thermal damage is to look for changes in birefringence of the collagen caused by thermal damage using polarized light microscopy, and Fig. 5 shows a cross section of one of the dentin samples irradiated with a scan rate of 50 mm/s with water cooling. No thermal changes are evident in the polarized light micrograph indicating that the zone of thermal damage is less than 10 μm. The curvature of the enamel surface at the sample surface/edge prevents resolution of any changes smaller than 10 μm.

3.2 Heat Accumulation Measurements

Heat accumulation (thermocouple) measurements indicated that the mean temperature after laser ablation of tooth samples with
The shear bond strengths for the eight dentin sample groups are also listed in Table 1. The shear bond strength for the positive control group (Group D7) was very high, 39.0 MPa versus only 5.1 MPa for the nonetched negative control group (Group D8). The highest bond strengths for the laser irradiated samples were for the acid-etched groups with water cooling, 29.9 (Group D1) and 21.3 (Group D3) for the 25 mm/s and the 50 mm/s groups, respectively. The scan rate did not make a significant difference in bond strength. The nonetched laser irradiated samples had a lower bond strength than the acid-etched laser irradiated samples, and a much higher bond strength than the nonirradiated nonetched (negative control sample). The laser irradiated dentin groups without water-cooling had lower bond strengths. The laser irradiated groups with acid-etching and water cooling did have significantly lower bond strengths than the acid-etched positive control samples.

3.4 Mechanical Strength Measurements
(Four Point Bend)

The four-point bend tests on dentin samples yielded mean mechanical strengths of 18.2 ± 4.6 N (n = 10) after laser irradiation and 18.1 ± 2.7 N (n = 10) for the control. An unpaired t-test indicated that there was no significant difference between the two groups (P > 0.05).

4 Discussion

The principal concern during laser irradiation at high pulse repetition rates is the possibility of thermal damage to the vital pulpal tissues at the center of the tooth. A temperature rise of 5.5 °C can lead to pulp necrosis.11 Thermocouple temperature measurements show that it is feasible to offset the temperature rise in the tooth during ablation in tooth occlusal surfaces with a water spray at laser pulse repetition rates as high as 300 Hz. Although the laser is capable of higher pulse rates of 400 and 500 Hz, 300 Hz is sufficient for high-speed ablation, and operation of the laser has been less stable at 400 and 500 Hz. In a recent clinical safety study carried out with this same laser, the pulse repetition rate was limited to 50 Hz and an incident fluence of 20 J/cm² (12 to 14 mJ per pulse) was employed, and there were no observable detrimental effects on the pulpal tissues at this lower rate of energy deposition.41 Wigdor and Walsh5 and Wigdor et al.42 investigated the effect of a 9.6 μm CO₂ laser with longer 60 μs laser pulses on the pulps of vital canine and human teeth. Energy levels of 2 and 3 W (90 and 136 Hz) were delivered using a circular scanner with no apparent inflammation or vascular changes.

The rate of energy deposition with 300 Hz (22 mJ per pulse) in this study approached 6.6 W, which is comparable to the rates of energy deposition for the erbium laser being used clinically that utilize much higher single pulse energies—up to 300 mJ—but lower repetition rates of 10 to 50 Hz. It is advantageous to employ a laser that can be operated at higher laser pulse repetition rates since lower energy pulses and smaller spot sizes can be used to provide more selective removal. Even though carious tissue is removed at higher rates than sound tissue, it would be most efficient to control the laser scanner by computer and use either image guidance43 or acoustic/spectral feedback44 to achieve the highest selectivity.
When a water spray was applied there was no visible thermal damage to either enamel or dentin surfaces and the ablated surfaces were more uniform than in prior studies. The adhesion results of the shear bond test indicated that the enamel shear bond strength with postablation acid etching was high and exceeded 30 MPa. The control acid-etched samples had a slightly higher, statistically significant \( P < 0.05 \) mean bond strength in the first adhesion study, but the results were statistically similar in a second more extensive comparison (Groups BE1-BE6). We did not anticipate low bond strengths \( \sim 5 \) MPa, six times lower, for the laser irradiated samples that were not acid-etched, \( P = 0.05 \) since much higher bond strengths were measured without acid etching in two previous studies using a 9.6 \( \mu m \) CO2 laser with a slightly shorter laser pulse of 5 to 8 \( \mu s \) duration. Those bond strengths were 18.2 \( \pm 7.4 \) MPa, \( n = 10 \) with a water spray and 15.6 \( \pm 4.3 \), \( n = 10 \) and 18.5 \( \pm 4.2 \), \( n = 9 \) without a water spray.\(^{39,40}\) Drummond et al.\(^{46}\) compared the shear bond strength of sealants for enamel that was acid etched and laser etched with a 9.6 \( \mu m \) CO2 laser with 60 \( \mu s \) laser pulses and observed that the acid-etched bond strength was twice the laser etched bond strength. Their results are consistent with our previous studies and are higher than the results in this study. Application of a primer increased the bond strength of both groups in their study. One major difference between these studies and the previous work is that the laser beam was scanned over the enamel surface producing a more highly uniform smooth surface. In previous studies the surface manifested a higher surface roughness that was assumed to be responsible for the increased bond strength. This hypothesis provided the rationale for our second enamel adhesion study to investigate the influence of the surface roughness on adhesion. However, varying the scanning parameters to vary the surface roughness failed to produce a significant difference in adhesive strength. The repetition rate in our previous 9.6 \( \mu m \) studies was low; only 10 Hz versus 300 Hz for this study, which can account for the difference. However, no thermal damage was apparent on the samples in this study, moreover the peripheral thermal damage should have been quite high in the two separate 9.6 \( \mu m \) CO2 laser studies in which water-cooling was not used, yet mean bond strengths of 15 and 18 MPa were achieved without acid etching.\(^{39,40}\) Furthermore, we did not observe a significant reduction in the bond strength of dentin upon reducing the laser scanning rate from 50 to 25 mm/s, even though dentin is more sensitive to thermal damage than enamel.\(^{39,40}\) Additional studies at varying pulse repetition rates may be needed to resolve this issue.

The outer few micrometers of enamel and dentin are thermally transformed from a carbonated hydroxyapatite mineral phase into a more acid resistant purer phase hydroxyapatite. This is advantageous since it increases resistance to acid dissolution and tooth decay, however it likely reduces the effectiveness of acid etching. The increased acid resistance rendered to enamel surfaces is an important advantage in using the CO2 laser, since that thermally modified layer is likely to inhibit the formation of secondary caries. There may be a set of optimum laser irradiation parameters and acid etching conditions that can produce the desired surface roughness/morphology needed for adhesion while maintaining the increased resistance to acid dissolution. Further studies are needed utilizing different laser scanning parameters along with modification of the acid etching conditions to test this hypothesis. Another possibility is that the lower bond strength combined with a thin layer of modified enamel or dentin may result in equivalent performance with respect to resistance to microleakage and secondary caries. It is not clear to what degree the phosphoric acid etch has removed the acid resistant modified enamel layer and dissolution studies are needed to determine the acid resistance of such surfaces.

We also experimented with drilling small retention holes 100 to 200 \( \mu m \) deep in the enamel with the laser. These surfaces were not acid-etched prior to bonding. There was no significant increase in bond strength for the lower hole density (500 \( \mu m \) spacing) but the bond strength increased threefold for the higher hole density (250 \( \mu m \) spacing) which indicates that surface patterning can increase the bond strength without acid etching. This is encouraging because this approach provides a means of increasing the bond strength without removal of the modified enamel layer that has increased resistance to acid dissolution.

Dentin could also be rapidly removed by a CO2 laser operating at 9.3 \( \mu m \) with a pulse duration of 10 to 15 \( \mu s \) with minimal peripheral thermal damage. Peripheral thermal damage was not evident under examination using polarized light microscopy indicating that the zone of thermal damage is less than the minimal resolvable thickness \( \sim 10 \mu m \). We have previously demonstrated that CO2 laser pulses delivered under similar ablative conditions thermally modify a thin layer of enamel around the incision, converting it to a more acid resistant mineral phase even when water-cooling is used.\(^{45}\) Since the enamel is modified under similar irradiation conditions, we must assume that there is also some peripheral thermal modification of dentin even though the layer is too thin to be observed using PLM. The width of thermal damage/modification must be very small, i.e., \( < 10 \mu m \) and is less than what we have observed in previous studies using longer laser pulses.\(^{45}\) This indicates that the heat accumulation due to the high pulse repetition rate, 300 Hz in this case, can be successfully offset by rapidly scanning the laser beam. Scanning rates of 25 and 50 mm/s were both successful in minimizing thermal damage, we did not explore lower scanning speeds. Such scanning rates are not excessive and can easily be employed in vivo.

One area of concern was that the bond strength of laser irradiated dentin was significantly lower than the bond strength of the positive control, the conventional preparation with 35% phosphoric acid etch. However, the mean shear bond strength was 39.0 MPa for the positive control which is extremely high. In our last dentin adhesion study using exactly the same adhesion model, the mean shear bond strength of the positive control was only 30.7 MPa, and the mean shear bond strength in that previous study for surfaces treated by Er:YAG lasers with pulse durations of 0.5 and 20 to 30 \( \mu s \) were 26.3 and 28.8, respectively, with water-cooling.\(^{34}\)
The respective bond strengths of dentin to composite for the etched and water-cooled treated groups were significantly higher than the negative control, which indicates that etching following ablation is beneficial. Albeit, the bond strengths of the laser ablated groups were all significantly lower than the positive control. It is not clear that there is a clinical significance to the lower bond strength of the CO2 laser treated surfaces versus the positive control since the bond strengths approached 30 MPa, which is quite high. Other more sophisticated studies involving restoration longevity and microleakage are needed to better compare adhesion to conventional and laser-prepared surfaces. For example, most adhesion studies, including this one, report bond-strengths after only 24 h, and the bond strength deteriorates with time and it is not clear whether the longevity of bonds to laser-treated surfaces would be similar to nontreated surfaces.

Thermal modification of dentin can lead to the formation of microcracks, and in a previous study we demonstrated that laser irradiation conditions that caused peripheral thermal damage produced a decrease in the resistance to fracture. Rectangular dentin samples 1 × 1 × 9 mm were used for the four point bend measurement. It is not possible to produce similarly sized samples made of human enamel due to the dimensions and geometry of the human tooth, and therefore we did not carry out similar measurements on enamel. The bending strength was not significantly different for the laser irradiated samples which indicates that the minor thermal effects from the laser does not compromise the mechanical strength.

In conclusion, these results suggest that dental hard tissues can be rapidly ablated with a mechanically scanned CO2 laser at high pulse repetition rates without excessive heat accumulation in the tooth or peripheral thermal damage that produce no significant reduction in the tissue’s mechanical strength or a major reduction of adhesive strength to restorative materials.
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